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            Abstract
The challenges of evolution in a complex biochemical environment, coupling genotype to phenotype and protecting the genetic material, are solved elegantly in biological systems by the encapsulation of nucleic acids. In the simplest examples, viruses use capsids to surround their genomes. Although these naturally occurring systems have been modified to change their tropism1 and to display proteins or peptides2,3,4, billions of years of evolution have favoured efficiency at the expense of modularity, making viral capsids difficult to engineer. Synthetic systems composed of non-viral proteins could provide a â€˜blank slateâ€™ to evolve desired properties for drug delivery and other biomedical applications, while avoiding the safety risks and engineering challenges associated with viruses. Here we create synthetic nucleocapsids, which are computationally designed icosahedral protein assemblies5,6 with positively charged inner surfaces that can package their own full-length mRNA genomes. We explore the ability of these nucleocapsids to evolve virus-like properties by generating diversified populations using Escherichia coli as an expression host. Several generations of evolution resulted in markedly improved genome packaging (more than 133-fold), stability in blood (from less than 3.7% to 71% of packaged RNA protected after 6â€‰hours of treatment), and in vivo circulation time (from less than 5â€‰minutes to approximately 4.5â€‰hours). The resulting synthetic nucleocapsids package one full-length RNA genome for every 11 icosahedral assemblies, similar to the best recombinant adeno-associated virus vectors7,8. Our results show that there are simple evolutionary paths through which protein assemblies can acquire virus-like genome packaging and protection. Considerable effort has been directed at â€˜top-downâ€™ modification of viruses to be safe and effective for drug delivery and vaccine applications1,9,10; the ability to design synthetic nanomaterials computationally and to optimize them through evolution now enables a complementary â€˜bottom-upâ€™ approach with considerable advantages in programmability and control.
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                    Figure 1: Biochemical characterization of synthetic nucleocapsids.[image: ]


Figure 2: Evolution of RNA packaging.[image: ]


Figure 3: Synthetic nucleocapsid fitness landscape.[image: ]


Figure 4: Increased fitness of evolved synthetic nucleocapsids.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 I53-47 nucleocapsids and SEC.
a, Design model of I53-47 and negative-stain electron micrographs of I53-47-v1 (designed positively charged interior) and I53-47-Btat (BIV Tat RNA-binding peptide translationally fused to the C terminus of the capsid trimeric subunit). Micrographs shown are representative of the entire sample tested on between one and three different grids, each at different concentrations. b, Synthetic nucleocapsids were Ni-NTA-purified, RNase-treated, and electrophoresed on non-denaturing 1% agarose gels. The gels were stained with Coomassie (protein; b) and SYBR gold (nucleic acid, c). Nucleic acids co-migrated with capsid proteins for all three versions of I53-47, suggesting that all versions package nucleic acid. d, Full-length synthetic nucleocapsid genomes were recovered from each sample by RTâ€“qPCR. Plus and minus symbols indicate PCR performed on templates prepared with and without reverse transcriptase, respectively, confirming that all versions package their own full-length RNA genomes. This procedure is part of our standard quality control for synthetic nucleocapsids and has been performed reproducibly more than 10 times, including once on the I53-47 nucleocapsid shown here. eâ€“h, SEC of nucleocapsids. RNA-packaging capsids show identical SEC retention volume as the original published capsid5. Three versions of I53-50 and I53-47 were analysed: v0 is the original published design, v1 has the designed positively charged interior, and Btat has the BIV Tat RNA-binding peptide translationally fused to the C terminus of the capsid trimer subunit. e, SEC traces of I53-50 capsids were performed on a GE superose 6 increase column. f, SDSâ€“PAGE of samples before and after SEC purification shows both subunits in the expected 1:1 stoichiometry. g, h, SEC traces and SDSâ€“PAGE for I53-47 capsids. This procedure is part of our standard quality control for synthetic nucleocapsids and has been performed reproducibly more than 10 times.


Extended Data Figure 2 Top synthetic nucleocapsid candidates for I53-50-v2 and I53-50-v3.
a, Top candidate testing to choose I53-50-v2 with improved genome packaging. New variants were created rationally based on the best sequences from the evolved interior charge optimization (Fig. 2) and interface (Supplementary Fig. 2) libraries. The amount of packaged full-length mRNA was compared for each of these nucleocapsids. Each nucleocapsid was expressed, purified by IMAC, and treated with 10â€‰Î¼g mlâˆ’1 RNase A at 20â€‰Â°C for 10â€‰min in triplicate. RTâ€“qPCR was used to determine the relative amount of full-length mRNA packaged in each variant. Cq values are reported relative to those of I53-50-v1 (CqI53-50-v1â€‰âˆ’â€‰Cqvariant). The charge-optimized variant with E24F was chosen as I53-50-v2 based on these data. In the absence of a discernable difference in packaging between E24M and E24F, E24F was selected owing to the apparent preference for hydrophobic residues at that position (Supplementary Fig. 2). Data points represent the values of three independent biological replicates, and error bars represent s.e.m. b, c, Top candidate testing to choose I53-50-v3 with improved nuclease resistance. b. Heat map of log enrichments for each mutation explored in the combinatorial library to remove positively charged residues near the nucleocapsid pore. A single round of selection (10â€‰Î¼g mlâˆ’1 RNase A, 37â€‰Â°C, 1â€‰h) was performed. Purple and orange indicate mutations that were depleted or enriched in the selected population, respectively. Blue squares and black dots indicate the I53-50-v2 starting sequence and I53-50-v3 selected sequence, respectively. c, Enriched variants selected from the combinatorial library were expressed, purified by IMAC and SEC, and treated with 10â€‰Î¼g mlâˆ’1 RNase A at 37â€‰Â°C for 1â€‰h in duplicate. RTâ€“qPCR was used to determine the relative amount of full-length mRNA packaged in each variant. Cq values are reported relative to those of I53-50-v2 (CqI53-50-v2â€‰âˆ’â€‰Cqvariant). Data points represent the values of two independent biological replicates, and bars represent the mean of these values. The variant labelled Pore_Mut_4 was chosen as I53-50-v3 based on this data.


Extended Data Figure 3 Evolution and performance of nucleocapsids modified with hydrophilic polypeptides in vitro or in vivo.
a, The change in population fraction corresponding to each variant was calculated from Illumina MiSeq counts for the input pool (tâ€‰=â€‰0), RNA recovered from circulation after 30â€‰min (nâ€‰=â€‰3 biologically independent mice), and RNA recovered from circulation after 60â€‰min (nâ€‰=â€‰2 biologically independent mice). b, Scatter plot of log10 enrichment of each hydrophilic polypeptide versus its net charge as calculated from the total number of charged residues in its sequence. c, Scatter plot of log10 enrichment of each polypeptide versus the number of unique amino acids in its sequence. d, Each of 11 variants were individually expressed and purified by IMAC before being pooled (equal protein concentration) and purified en masse by SEC. The resulting nucleocapsid pool was then incubated in heparinized whole blood at 37â€‰Â°C (nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent reactions per time point). RNA was recovered at the indicated time points, and the fraction of each variant was determined by Illumina MiSeq counts taken at each time point. e. The same nucleocapsid pool used in d was injected retro-orbitally into mice (nâ€‰=â€‰5 biologically independent mice). RNA content was then assessed as in d using RNA isolated from tail vein draws at the indicated time points. All variants exhibit high stability in blood; however, the unmodified I53-50-v3 nucleocapsid (no polypeptide, blue) and a negative control polypeptide (ESESG, red) are cleared rapidly from circulation in vivo. Error bars represent s.e.m. The lower error bar for the pink data point at 15 min is not shown because its s.e.m. is nearly equivalent to its value.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 4 Evolution and performance of nucleocapsids with exterior surface mutations in vitro or in vivo.
a, Heat map of log enrichments between the injected pool and RNA recovered from the tail vein 60â€‰min later. Purple and orange indicate mutations that were depleted or enriched in the selected population, respectively. Blue squares and black dots indicate the I53-50-v3 starting sequence and I53-50-v4 selected sequence, respectively. Residues not in the designed combinatorial library are coloured grey. Note the strong enrichment of the E67K mutation and corresponding depletion of the native E67 allele. b, Design model of I53-50-v4. Colouring is as described in Fig. 1a. c, Four variants were tested: a consensus sequence based on the most common residue at each position after selection in mouse circulation (consensus, I53-50-v4), the full-length sequence with the greatest fold increase in population fraction (Most_enriched), the sequence with the most total counts (Top_count), and I53-50-v3 with only the E67K mutation (v3_E67K). Previous versions (I53-50-v1, I53-50-v2 and I53-50-v3) were also included as benchmarks. Each variant was individually expressed and purified by IMAC before being pooled (equal protein concentration) and purified en masse by SEC. The resulting nucleocapsid pool was then incubated in whole blood (nâ€‰=â€‰3 independent reactions per time point). RNA was recovered at the indicated time points, and the fraction of each variant was determined by Illumina MiSeq counts taken at each time point. d, The same nucleocapsid pool used in c was injected retro-orbitally into mice (nâ€‰=â€‰5 biologically independent mice). I53-50-v3 was evaluated with (v3) and without (v3H) the H6Q and H9Q mutations, and both variants were found to have similar behaviour. Error bars represent s.e.m.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 5 Negative-stain transmission electron microscopy class averages.
a, Two-dimensional class averages of I53-50-v0 (7,979 particles) and I53-50-v4 (7,120 particles) data sets showing the percentage of the total particles present in each class. I53-50-v4 nucleocapsids are on average denser than unfilled I53-50-v0 assemblies, especially near the inner surface of the capsid. b, All I53-50-v0 and I53-50-v4 particles from a were combined into a single set (15,119 particles), and 20 class averages were made from the combined data. Class averages were grouped into three bins (v0 dominant hasâ€‰â‰¤â€‰25% I53-50-v4, v4 dominant hasâ€‰â‰¥â€‰74% I53-50-v4, and mixed has the rest) and arranged from left to right with increasing fraction of I53-50-v4 particles (shown below each class). The v0 dominant classes appear more similar to the I53-50-v0 class averages in a, while the v4 dominant classes appear more similar to the I53-50-v4 class averages. The percentage of the complete I53-50-v4 dataset found in each class is shown above each class average. c, Table presenting the bins into which I53-50-v4 particles were assigned. We found that 64% of I53-50-v4 particles were present in the v4 dominant classes, which also seem to be more filled than the v0-dominant classes. Although TEM cannot determine the nature of the contents, encapsulated RNA is plausible.


Extended Data Figure 6 Summary of encapsulated RNA composition analysis.
a, Flow chart explaining the relationship between bulk RNA measurements and RTâ€“qPCR quantification. Bulk RNA measurements also account for cellular RNA and nucleocapsid genome fragments, whereas RTâ€“qPCR only quantifies full-length genomes. Ratios of nucleocapsid genomes to capsids are based on these measurements and are reported in parentheses. b, Stacked bar plot describing the fractions of total encapsulated RNA that are full-length nucleocapsid genomes or fragments thereof.


Extended Data Figure 7 Packaging correlates strongly with expression level in producer cells.
a, log enrichment (fraction packaged in nucleocapsid divided by fraction produced in cells) for I53-50-v4 versus I53-50-v1. Each point represents a unique RNA (red squares are protein coding mRNAs, green triangles are non-coding RNAs such as ribosomal RNA, and the blue circle is the nucleocapsid genomic RNA). No increase in specificity was observed over the course of evolution from the rationally designed I53-50-v1 to the in vivo circulating I53-50-v4. This is not surprising because no attempt was made to evolve increased specificity. The diagonal line is yâ€‰=â€‰x. b, log fraction of total reads in nucleocapsids versus log fraction of total reads in cells shows that packaging correlates strongly with expression level (Pearson values for I53-50-v1 and I53-50-v4 are 0.83 and 0.86, respectively). Each point represents a unique RNA. The diagonal line is yâ€‰=â€‰x. RNAs above the line are enriched in nucleocapsids, and RNAs below the line are depleted in nucleocapsids. Although the nucleocapsid genome is slightly enriched, its high packaging yield seems to arise because T7 RNA polymerase floods the cell with genomes, thereby increasing the chance that the capsid randomly packages the genome. Conversely, ribosomal RNA may be restricted from nucleocapsids because intact ribosomes are too large to be encapsulated. All data points represent the average of two independent biological replicates.


Extended Data Figure 8 Design models of synthetic nucleocapsid versions 1 to 4.
Trimer subunits are coloured green and pentamer subunits are coloured cyan. Mutations with respect to the previous version are coloured blue (increases in positive charge and/or decreases in negative charge (for example, Eâ†’N, Nâ†’K and Eâ†’K)), orange (no change in charge (for example, Eâ†’D, Nâ†’T and Kâ†’R)), or red (decreases in positive charge and/or increases in negative charge (for example, Nâ†’E, Kâ†’N, Kâ†’E)).

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 9 Dynamic light scattering of nucleocapsids.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was performed on synthetic nucleocapsids and fitted with regularization analysis, confirming uniform populations of nucleocapsids around the expected size. a, I53-50-v0 has a C-terminal histidine tag. b, I53-50-v1 has an N-terminal histidine tag that was cleaved before DLS. c, I53-50-v4 has an N-terminal histidine tag that was cleaved before DLS. The experiment was independently repeated three times (data for independent replicates are shown in the figure).


Extended Data Table 1 Amino acid substitutions and quantification of nucleocapsid genomesFull size table
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        Editorial Summary
Synthetic protein shells
Viruses use capsids, or protein shells, to envelop and protect their genomes. This tricks the cell's machinery into using their genetic material for their own replication. Several viruses have been used for gene therapy. In this work, David Baker and colleagues design and build icosahedral protein-based assemblies which protect their genetic material and can evolve in biochemical environments, like a synthetic virus capsid. These assemblies are termed synthetic nucleocapsids. Evolution of the nucleocapsid designs improved both their mRNA packaging efficiency, which competes with commonly used viral vectors for gene therapy, and their circulation stability in vivo. This work raises the possibility of designing custom synthetic nucleocapsids for various uses and RNA cargoes, including for drug delivery.
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